PART VI
I
the prospect of an exhibition necessitated the finishing of
certain work, and I was obliged to forgo the joy of August at
Brede with the children, and remain in deserted London. The
work I wished to finish was a statue of Victory. I had conceived
it one day in a spirit of passionate protest after the blind soldier
had left my studio. It was not a popular or a traditional
Victory, it was not the sort of Victory that anyone would wish
to put up in a public place, but it was an expression of the
feelings that I could not put into words.
During those August days in London I had four friends,
forced like myself to remain and work. One was a Cabinet
Minister,* another was a young man who danced exceedingly
well. The third was Shane Leslie. The fourth a New
Zealander called Fisher, and each of these played a definite part.
I chanced one evening to discuss with Fisher the heads of
people I would like for my exhibition. I pointed out the
photograph in that day's paper of the Russian Soviet trade
delegate, Krassin, who had just arrived in London. Fisher
volunteered to try and get him for me. He knew someone
connected with the Russian Trading Company who might
arrange it. The suggestion was rather vague and I did not give
it another thought until a few days later Fisher rang me up and
said he had arranged for a friend of his to take me to the
Russian Soviet Office, Fisher thought it was rather an
amusing venture—I had done so many types, why not add a
Bolshevik to my collection ?
The individual Russian revolutionaries were not known at
this time, it was 1920, and little news except of the most
murderous description had come across. One supposed the
* Name suppressed by Publisher.
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